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Partners in crime, or in charity? 
Will Ham is a passionate and driven fundraiser in the charitable sector and is the Fundraising Manager for 
the Bana Tandizo Foundation. He shares his passionate view on the business and charity interface. 

To some, it’s all about cake.  To others, it’s about             
slipping into Lycra and performing energetic stretches       
in front of the water machine.  Whatever your fancy,    
you can bet your bottom dollar there’s a charity                
fundraiser with your name on it.  In fact, 2015 saw 6         
million people take part in charity bake-sales raising         
an estimated £185 million for good causes (Lake, 2015).   
So, beyond the obvious mountains of money being           
tallied up by UK charities, why should staff be cooking  
up spongey storms, and why should businesses be 
providing staff with time and resources for charitable 
endeavours?  And during these turbulent tides of             
current affairs, is it wise to associate with these risky 
beasts, the charities? 
 

In the last few years it would be hard to have missed 
how the daily trail of news monsters have bashed          
charities from every which-way.  Olive Cooke, 
‘Chuggers’, Oxfam.  To some it’s rightful criticism; to  
others, it’s mal-informed rhetoric.  In my opinion, it’s         
a sad world when those attempting to right the balance 
of good in the world are criticized, rebuked and brought 
down on their knees for the entertainment of the baying 
wolves of capitalism.  The result, a nose-dive in public 
trust, a salvo of fines fired from a Fundraising Regulator 
(that’s still in nappies), and who suffers?  Yes, charities, 
but also the starving children at the other end, and 
Aunty Meredith who expects the 50p she put in the         
un-shaken tin to be spent on charity work, rather than 
fines or costs.  Except it’s proving increasingly difficult 
because the cost of setting up and running a charity is 
soaring.  Every day emails ping in from businesses and 
government services demanding more exorbitant rates 
for anything from printer ink to airfares. Who’s on the 
make from charities and is it justifiable? 
 

But we are doing our good British bit aren’t we?  We 
have baked, we have run, we have lifted the phone for 
Pudsey.  What if I told you that charities need something 
else… a shift.  A game-changing shift.  What charities 
desperately need is deeper understanding.   
 

First of all, business basics.  ‘It’s disgusting how much      
is spent on overheads,’ we hear on a daily basis.  Is it 
really?  ‘Keep costs as low as possible, under 15% is           
reasonable.’  Really?  Maybe, for a snapshot, but not 
over time.  The ‘3 EEEs: Economy, Effectiveness,              
Efficiency’ all need to be considered, as do multi-year 
strategies that may well include front-loaded costs.             

In its 15-year history, look at how Amazon negated    
profit to instead pump all its money into expansion.        
The results speak for themselves.  Should they have 
been worrying about overheads?  Also, abolish any      
preconceived ideas about raising money from nothing.  
Is that how banks work?  Of course not, so why do so 
many people baulk at a charity spending money on 
‘overheads’ such as advertising?  Charities need the  
good public to understand some business basics.  
 

Secondly, everybody loves a good scandal.  It makes for 
great coffee-time reading; except when it results in       
disastrous consequences.  In the 3 days following the 
Haiti sex scandal, Oxfam lost more than 12,000 monthly 
direct debits. How does that help the rest of the world 
benefitting from Oxfam’s services?  No doubt lives have 
been lost to a number of knee-jerk reactions, including 
the privacy debate.  Consider RNLI and their brave opt-in 
stance.  But which world would you rather live with:      
another soul lost at sea, or another piece of paper 
through the door? 
 

Businesses are a crucial link to charities; many realising 
the worth of their resources, including their staff.   
Equally, staff are increasingly looking for rewarding and 
meaningful activities as motivations at work.  Put the 
two together and we have a beautiful relationship. But 
it’s important to remember that while the charity sector 
has its faults, issues and scandals, society would be a 
shadow without them.  It only takes the sudden need  
for an air ambulance, lifeboat or palliative care to            
remind us.  So, before it gets to that, let’s bake the 
cakes, parade the lycra – but don’t forget to also             
challenge understanding.  And let’s definitely not            
repeat mal-informed rhetoric that was probably only 
printed in the first place to  outrage, attract clicks, and 
provide profit to the daily trail. 




